
cooling technology seminars

CROSSFLOW VS COUNTERFLOW MYTHS

Technical responses to various myths and misinformation which circulate in the market surrounding counterflow vs crossflow

technologies. The presentation studies the myths that circulate the market, along with an analysis of the specific point in

question, and a study into the pro's and con's of both technology types with regards each point.

SPECIFICATION MYTHS

Technical responses to various myths and misinformation which circulate in the market surrounding cooling towers. This

presenation helps to give unbiased best technical advice, and identifies lots of misleading advice which has been circulated for

commercial purposes only, at the harm of the customer's solution.

COOLING TOWER PERFORMANCE

Information about the factors that are important to the performance of cooling towers, and how these factors vary depending

on cooling tower type. This presentation helps understanding of how project factors will influence the cooling tower solution.

COOLING TOWER SITING

COUNTERFLOW OR CROSSFLOW

A detailed analysis of the relative benefits of counterflow and crossflow cooling towers. This study aims to show where one of

these cooling tower configurations would be more suited to some applications or project requirements than the other, and vice

versa.

SOUND PERFORMANCE & MEASUREMENT

UPDATE SIZING AND SELECTION SOFTWARE

Training on the usage of SPX Cooling's UPDATE thermal selection program, which can be used by design consultants to make

technical selections, calculate noise data, generate specifications, download CAD files and more.

A study into the noise implications of various cooling tower designs, and the various ways in which noise issues can be avoided

or removed. This study also looks into the test codes available for cooling tower noise, and the importance of understanding the

validity of the data provided.

Considerations for the location and orientation of cooling towers. This presenation explains how factors such as obstructions,

external heat sources, wind conditions, structural support and maintenance requirements, should be considered during project

design, to ensure the optimum cooling tower configuration.

A study into an alternative solution to the traditional "1 cooling tower per chiller" design method. Running cooling towers in

variable flow configuration allows the full cooling tower installed capacity to be used as chillers are shut down in off-peak

conditions, providing improved condenser water supply temperatures back to the chillers. This greatly improves the chiller

efficiency, and makes significant power savings.

WATER QUALITY

COOLING TOWER FUNDAMENTALS

Basic training about cooling towers. This presenation covers explanations of the terminology used for cooling towers, the basic

principles of evaporative heat transfer, cooling tower configurations, components etc. This is an ideal introduction for engineers

who have had limited experience with cooling towers before.

Information about how the quality of make-up water used in a cooling tower can affect it's performance, maintainability, and life

span. This presentation also describes cooling tower technologies designed to work with various types of water quality - from

clean city water to extremely dirty industrial water.

VARIABLE WATER FLOW IN COOLING TOWERS FOR IMPROVED CHILLER EFFICIENCY


